BoxOn Logistics Software

BoxOn Logistics is a logistics software which is innovatively being designed and developed after years of research on how to root out the complexities in tasks that are inherent in logistics industry. It is a cloud-based, rule-based software which is specifically built for the logistics companies which are on the lookout for efficiency in their logistics operations. It is a software which can help organizations in minimizing flaws and gain super-colossal benefits.

BoxOn, in simple words, is a software which is made to simplify the tasks and help organizations gain full control over everything related to their logistics operations.

BoxOn is dynamically a rules-based and cost-effectively a cloud-based solution for the logistics companies.

BoxOn Logistics is an innovatively rules-based and client-specific software which is first of its kind in the world of logistics. It is built with a focus on how to make it possible for the business owners to bring about the changes they require so as to move on perfectly well with their business operations. Ours is a rules-based software which can allow the business owners to introduce changes in their business tasks anytime they want to. Business owners have the opportunity to fully adapt to the changes which might take place in the way they carry out their business without actually re-programming or re-customizing the software. They can easily adapt to changes which ultrily mirror their requirements and overcome the challenges in their business.

Logistics companies now can have the opportunity to move on freely with no trouble at all by making use of our highly flexible, easy-to-use and highly customizable software to gain the level of efficiency they wish to in their business operations. It is simply the best for the freight forwarding companies, multi-carrier shipping tasks, warehouse management tasks etc.,

"At BOXON, our ultimate mission is to deliver rules-based, work flow specific software to our clients in the logistics industry, providing each with the best solution for their individual business"

Logistics has never been so functional

www.boxonlogistics.com
Our Products

BoxOn Cargo Software

BoxOn clearly understands the need of automation of the processes when it comes to effective management of the freight operations. With this ideology, BoxOn Cargo Software has been designed and developed in order to fully assist the cargo companies to move on successfully with their business operations. We have invested our years of research into what can be the best solution for the cargo companies that can fully streamline the business tasks and bring about the results which the companies expect. Our efforts and our profound understanding of the cargo industry have got us to the level of bringing up the most innovative software which perfectly addresses the requirements of each and every cargo company.

Operations Highlights

- Individual password logins with varied abilities
- Quotation module with transfer to live job
- Store international ports and airports for quick entry
- Storage of commodity codes and descriptions
- Quick consolidation with automatic manifest creation
- Palletize lines of goods
- Collection/delivery notes fully or by individual line of goods
- Purchase costs recorded per job Status of all jobs easily found
- Chargeable weight automatically calculated based on mode of transport
- Sales invoices for jobs, clients or client per period
- Sales and purchase invoices transferable to accounts packages that accept importing
- Store full or part payments against jobs
- Management reports instantly created showing operational status
- Profit and loss for job, consolidation or project
- All documents may be PDF emailed or printed
- Create barcode labels
- Dangerous Goods notes
- Commercial invoice creation
- Vessel detail listed
- MAWB and HAWB valued independently
- HAWB may include your logo
- MAWB numbers stored against each carrier
- Online Tracking & Online Purchase Order management

"BoxOn Freight Forwarding is at the core of our business and has been since we adopted two years back. It provides the solid basis that enables us to move all the freight we handle anywhere in the world, be it by land, air or sea. Innovative leaders in the provision of freight forwarding software and logistics software, providing technical solutions designed specifically for international freight forwarders and logistics providers."

Raul E. Reveron | President
Pelham Services Inc.

Get BoxOn Hosted in your server or say “Yes” to SaaS, The choice is yours... ...
Our Products

BoxOn International P.O. Box Software

BoxOn P.O. Software is world’s first true SaaS solution for all the clients who are looking forward to streamline their logistics tasks effectively enough to gain success in their business.

It makes it easier for the clients to track the packages online. No matter how many orders you may receive and how many goods are there to be delivered, you can easily keep the track of everything and move on seamlessly. You can have difficulty in keeping the track of goods being delivered to clients who are residing in other countries too. This software is specifically designed and developed to make it easier for the companies to receive the cargo directly from the carriers or to give out receipts for warehouse tasks, house waybills, air waybills and B/L etc.

With BoxOn P O Box, clients can easily enhance the efficiency level in their business and can let them get full control over everything from shipment processes to delivery processes, receipt generation, tracking of the goods, etc. The clients can view the information as they want and can alter anything they want. They have the option to view and store records too for future reference.

Operations Highlights

- Manage POBOX accounts
- Manage Tariff Accounts
- POBOX user online access
- Unknown package handling
- Detailed screening info
- Hold packages
- Alert incoming shipments
- Partial Shipment
- Release
- Convert multiple warehouse receipts to Inhouse
- Customer can see item images
- Customer can manage Item status
- Item level status and Tracking
- Automatic Shipment calculation
- Automatic Storage Charges Calculation
- Automatic Additional Charges Calculation
- Automatic Calculation of Agent commissions
- Automatic credit card processing

“This software is really adapted to the International PO Box, its reliability and stability are outstanding. It is a pleasure to work with them, they are always ready to consider new ideas development and improvement.”

Josh Burnley | CEO
Shweebo

Get BoxOn Hosted in your server or say “Yes” to SaaS, The choice is yours.....
Our Products

BoxOn Warehouse Management Software

BoxOn WMS (Warehouse Management System) is a solution to all your warehouse management tasks. It is a software which can make it possible for the clients to handle anything which under the sphere of warehouse management. It is a software which can be used across multiple branches and can allow the business owners to have a full control over multi-channel operations.

It is the software that can work for you beyond traditional boundaries and can help you innovatively move on to manage warehouse operations with no flaw at all. It is a software which can provide you clear-cut reports on transportation or delivery of the goods from the storage centers to the end destinations etc. View reports on inventory, track details related to the transportation, take an account of the stock availability etc by making use of our highly reliable WMS software.

Operations Highlights

- Receiving
- Put Away, Move
- Pick, Pack, Load, Repack
- Release
- Delivery and Storage Prices included
- Pickup and Delivery charges included
- Keep a record of arrival and location of cargo
- Create tasks to receive and put away cargo using WMS Mobile
- Keep a record of release date, time, and delivery carrier
- Create tasks to Pick and Load orders using WMS Mobile
- Define locations for receiving, storage, quality control, a holding area, etc.
- Manage storage capacity to reduce empty spaces and create efficiency
- Just-in-Time Inventory
- Inventory Cycle and Physical Counts
- Control Inventory by LOT and/or Serial Numbers
- True rule based engine framework

Get BoxOn Hosted in your server or say “Yes” to SaaS, The choice is yours.........

www.boxonlogistics.com
BoxOn Courier Software

BoxOn Courier Software is innovatively being designed and developed for the courier companies. No matter whether you are a small company or a big company, our courier software can rightly fit your requirements. Our software can really sort out all your problems related to diurnal workload or anything related to your warehouse management tasks or container operations etc.

How our BoxOn Courier Software can help you?

It is creatively different and efficient in its function. Its significance lies much more in plenty of the modules which cover all aspects of the courier operations. Our web-based software can just simply be the right solution for you. There is no need for you to download or install this software. It is in the cloud and you can get access to it from anywhere. You will have freedom to match up the requirements that might crop up from time-to-time by bringing about the changes in the set-rules. It is rules-based and highly client-specific and can solve out all your problems of courier operations.

Operations Highlights

- Courier waybill creation
- Agency administration (Resellers of services)
- Account administration (Business accounts)
- Cargo consolidation
- Cargo report by agent
- Status and online tracking
- PODs (Delivery notification)
- Agencies rate management
- Accounts rate management
- Products and services
- Printing
- Barcode labels
- Multi-currency & Multi-measure
- Bi-dimensional barcode
- Email notification
- SMS notification
- News / Notification / common files on login
- True rule-based engine framework

Get BoxOn Hosted in your server or say “Yes” to SaaS, The choice is yours........
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Contact Us

: 305.521.7300

: sales@boxonlogistics.com

BoxOn Logistics

North America
7801 NW 37th Street,
Suite LP-108,
Doral, Florida 33166
USA

Asia
BVL Complex, 1st Floor,
Plot No: 815, Ayyappa Society,
Madhapur, Hyderabad – 81. AP
INDIA.

Get BoxOn Hosted in your server or say “Yes” to SaaS, The choice is yours
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